Abstract: In fog and haze weather conditions, the outdoor visibility is greatly reduced by the atmospheric scattering. Images taken in this weather suffer from serious degradation. Image dehazing based on the dark channel prior(DCP) is considered to be an elegant solution due to its advantages of simple implementation and excellent performance of dehazing. However, as it is based on the assumption that the transmission is locally constant, the patch size will affects the quality of dehazed images. A large patch size leads to bright atmosphere but serious halo artifacts, while a small one can achieve nice dehazing results with little halo artifacts but dim atmosphere. To achieve a nice dehazing reslut with little halo artifacts and good brightness atmosphere, an improved dehazing method based on the DCP and the guided filter(GF) was proposed in this paper. Our method differs from previous ones in two aspects. First, we take a small patch size(r d = 1) to solve the dark channel(DC), which can achieves a better contrast recovery with little halo artifacts compared to a middle one(r d = 7), then we proposed a brightness enhancement method on the dehazed image to solve the problem of dim atmosphere. Second, in the step of transmission optimizing, we take several gray scale images rather than the color hazy image as the guidance images. The experimental results show that the proposed method can achieve rather good dehazing results, but with a relative simple implementation and a low time complexity.
INTRODUCTION
In fog and haze weather, scattering and absorption of atmospheric aerosols could result in images captured by the imaging sensors appearing low contrast, blur, and color distortion. Image dehazing can effectively enhance the contrast, improve the visual effect, and remove impacts of bad weather on the image quality. Therefore, the research of image dehazing methods has greatly theoretical and practical significance.
Summary of Previous Works
Physical model of degraded image in the haze weather has been established in previous studies [1, 2, 3] . McCartney [1] established the atmospheric scattering model by researching the properties of atmospheric scattering under different weather conditions. After that, Narasimhan et al. [2, 3] deduced the physical model of hazy image in the homogeneous atmospheric conditions. The model indicates that the scene depth determines the atmospheric transmission, and it's an important clue to haze removal. However, it is difficult to obtain the depth information from a single image. Therefore, a group of solutions [2, 3, 4, 5] estimating the transmission and recovering the real scene using two or more images have been proposed. These approaches have achieved amazing results on both contrast enhancement and scene recovery, but required too much constraints and complex to implement.
Another group of solutions based on single image have been proposed [6, 7, 8, 9] . These methods are always based on some assumptions and priors. Tan [6] assumes that the dehazed images have higher contrast compared with the hazy images, thus he maximize the local contrast to recover the scene radiance. This method tends to over-enhance images and results in color distortion. Fattal [7] assumes that the surface shading and transmission are locally statistically uncorrelated, and he estimates the transmission using independent component analysis. This method may fail in dense fog regions where the variation in independent components are not significantly. Tarel et al. [8] attempts to estimate the atmosphere veil using an improved median filter, which achieves a high efficiency but it can't remove the fog in some small edge regions.
He et al. [9] propose the DCP, which originates from the observation on various natural haze-free images. The D-CP based on the assumption that the transmission is locally constant, which would results in halo artifacts in the depth discontinuous edges. To get a better dehazing result, He et al. [9] take the soft matting algorithm [10] to optimize the transmission. However, soft matting is computationally intensive and not suitable for practical applications. Therefore, some improved methods have been proposed [11, 12, 13, 14] . Xie et al. [11] estimate the transmis-sion using Multi-scale Retinex, which could achieve a lower time complexity, but the color of the recovered images is unnatural. Fang et al. [12] estimate the transmission using an image segmentation algorithm, and replace soft matting with bilateral filter [15] , while the segmentation algorithm itself will increase the time complexity. He et al. [14] proposed the GF to optimize the transmission, which has a lower time complexity and a nicer performance of edgepreserving smoothing compared with the bilateral filter. Single image dehazing based on the DCP [9] and the GF [14] can achieve excellent results for most hazy images. However, as the DCP assumes that the transmission is constant in a local patch, the patch size will affects the result of transmission estimating. In [9] , a middle scale pitch size (r d = 7) was used, which would result in certain degree of halo artifacts. Maybe it could be removed by the soft matting [10] , but it still very obvious in the situation of the GF. Besides, the color hazy image was selected as the guidance image [14] , which has a higher time complexity compared with gray scale guidance images as it needs to solve covariance matrix and its inverse.
General Description of the Proposed Method
In this paper, we systematically analyze the impacts on the dehazing results of different patch size solving the D-C, and proposed an improved image dehazing and enhancing method. First, we use a small patch size DC to estimate the transmission. Then, we use the GF to optimize the transmission. And finally, we propose a brightness enhancement method to solve the problem of dim atmosphere caused by the small patch size DC. In the step of transmission optimizing, we explore features and properties of guidance images, and design several gray scale guidance images to realize the GF. Subjective and objective evaluations demonstrate that the proposed approach is both effective and efficient.
BACKGROUND 2.1 Hazy Image Physical Model
In homogenous atmospheric conditions, the physical model of a hazy image is defined as (1) [2, 3] .
Where, I(x) is the input hazy image, J(x) is the real scene radiance to be recovered, A is the atmospheric light, β is the scattering coefficient of the atmosphere, and d(x) is the scene depth. The term t(x) = e −βd(x) denotes the atmospheric transmission. For image dehazing, the main issue is to estimate A and t(x), thereby recovering the real scene radiance J(x).
Estimation of the Atmospheric Light
In [9] , a single pixel was selected to estimate A, while a single pixel may be the salt noise. Therefore, in this paper, in order to eliminate the affection of noise, we firstly mark the top thousandth brightest pixels in the DC map, and then utilize the average intensity of these pixels in the hazy image to estimate A.
Estimation of the Transmission
The DCP asserts that the local minimum of the darkest color channel of a natural scene haze-free image tends to zero [9] .
Then, we can estimate the transmission by conducting the minimum filter twice on both sides of (1) and putting (3) into it.t
The DCP estimates the transmission using the minimum filter, which will result in halo artifacts at the depth edges of the dehazed images. Consequently, before recovering the scene radiance, we will take some efforts to refine the transmission. Many methods such as the soft matting [10] , the bilateral filter [15] , and the GF [14] can be employed to solve this problem. Among these solutions, GF is the most amazing one due to its excellent performance on edgepreserving and low time complexity.
OPTIMIZATION OF THE TRANSMISSION 3.1 Guided Filter
The GF assumes that the filtering output q and the guidance image G is locally linear correlate [14] .
Where, w k is the filtering window, a k and b k are the constant coefficients in w k . When the guidance image is a gray scale image, the calculation of a k and b k are relatively simple. While when the guidance image is a color one, the solution becomes complicate, as it needs to solve the covariance matrix and its inverse(The derivation of a k and b k is detailed in [14] ).
Selection of the Guidance Image
From (5), we can deduce ∇q = a k ∇G. The GF can transfer the edge features of the guidance image to the output. When it is used to optimize the transmission, selection of the guidance image can be the input hazy image itself or another different one, but the selection is not arbitrary. Edge features of the guidance image and the input image should be the same. While edge reflects the scene depth and haze thickness. Therefore, we can conclude that: any image that reflects the change of the scene depth and thickness of the haze can be selected as an guidance image to optimize the transmission. In [13] , several haze-relevant features are discussed, such as the DC, the locale max saturation, the local max contrast and the hue disparity. Among these features, the DC and the locale max saturation are mostly related to the thickness of the haze. Inspired by this, we utilize the following gray scale guidance images to optimize the transmission: 1)Gray scale hazy image: rgb2gray (I)
2)Dark channel: We can see that the DC is positive correlated with the scene depth, while the local max saturation is negative correlated, and both of them can reflect the change of the scene depth. 
DEHAZING AND ENHANCEMENT

Discussion about Patch Size
The DCP bases on the assumption that the transmission t(x) is constant in a local patch Ω(x). Therefore, the selection of the patch size will affect the dehazing results. By conducting minimum filter twice on both sides of (1), we can get the transmission by:
In most patches of the hazy images(except the sky areas), there are I(x) < A and J(x) < A. For a small patch size, the DCP becomes less accurate in some patches. In these patches,
Transmission estimation calculated by formula (6) has more accurate result than by formula (4). The value oft (x) (estimated by the DCP) is smaller than its true value, which will result in that the scene radiance J(x) recovered by formula(2) is smaller than it's true value. Figure 2 shows the dehazing results using different patch sizes. (a) is the input hazy images. (b)-(d) are the dehazed images. Here, we use the input hazy image as the guidance image [14] . We can see that the scene radiance J(x) recovered by small scale DC(shown in figure 2(b) ) is darker than the bigger ones(shown in figure 2(c) and (d) ).
For a large patch size, the DCP becomes reasonable for most patches. In this situation,
Transmission estimation calculated by formula (4) 
Brightness Enhancement
We take linear stretch and gamma correction on the luminance component of the dehazed image to improve the brightness. Firstly, we convert the dehazed image from RGB space to HSV space to get the luminance component(V) and the luminance histogram. Secondly, we cut the gray levels on both side of the histogram [16] , when these gray levels have low probability(lower than 10 percent of the average probability). Thirdly, we stretch the remaining gray levels linearly to the whole range of gray. Then, we conduct the following brightness mapping on the processed luminance component(V). Finally, we update the luminance component and convert the processed image from HSV space to RGB space. Figure 4: Transmission optimizing and haze removal using different guidance images.
Here, x is the input gray level, y is the output gray level, γ is the coefficient of gamma correction. We fix it to 0.7 for all results in this paper.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Transmission Optimizing Using Different Guidance Image
We compare results of transmission optimizing and haze removal using different guidance image. The results are shown in Figure 4 . (a) shows the guidance image. From top to bottom, they are input hazy image, gray scale hazy image, dark channel and local max saturation. (b) and (c) show the results of transmission optimizing using different window radius r g of the GF. We can see from Figure 4 (b) that the color guidance image achieve the best result of transmission optimizing when r g = 8, as it recovers more detail compared with other guidance images(see the red rectangle). However, when r g is reduced to 2(see Figure 4 (c)), the difference become not obvious, all the guidance images yield the same good results of transmission optimizing. The GF has the properties of edge-preserving smoothing.
A large window radius r g of the GF can achieve nice smoothing results, while a small one can yield good edgepreserving results. While the mean task of transmission optimizing is to recover the details of the edge. Therefore, in this paper, we use a small window radius(r g = 2) in the step of GF. Figure 4 (d) shows the results of haze removal using the transmission map shown in Figure 4 (c). From a subjective point of view, the quality of these dehazed images are almost the same. We also compare the objective evaluation include the running time(involves the steps of transmission optimizing and guidance images generating), information entropy and average gradient of the dehazed images. The results are listed in Table 1 . The objective evaluation results indicate that the gray scale guidance images proposed in this work can achieve the same quality of dehazing results as the color guidance image do, while use less running time.
Since the DC is an intermediate result of the whole dehazing process, generating of the guidance image will not increase the running time. Therefore, it is fastest one(about 30 times faster than the color one) and most suitable for practical application. 
Results of Dehazing and Enhancement
We utilize the DC as the guidance image, and conduct brightness enhancement on the dehazed images. The results are shown in Figure 5 . (a) is the input hazy image, (
is the guidance image(the DC), (c) is the dehazing result using 3 × 3 (r d = 1) patch size, (d) is the enhanced image using the method described in Section 4.2. We can see that our method achieve pleasing dehazing results while with very little halo artifacts.
CONCLUSION
In this work, we proposed an improved single image dehazing and enhancing method by conducting a simple brightness mapping on the small scale DC dehazed images. We also explored features of guidance image, and found that: all images that reflect the change of the scene depth and thickness of the haze can be taken as the guidance images in transmission optimizing. We take the DC as the guidance image, which achieves good transmission optimizing results while use little time(about 30 times faster than the color guidance image). Experiment results on various hazy images demonstrate that the proposed method can achieves nice dehazing results with good brightness atmosphere and little halo artifacts. However, our method also has some limitation. It may fails when the DCP is broken seriously. When the scene contains large white surface(see the green rectangles in figure  5 ), our method can't recover the scene nicely. Exploring a more robust dehazing method and compensating the deficiency of the DCP will be the next job for us. 
